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Previous lectures:

Compact groups, spectral theory, Peter–Weyl theorem

Locally compact abelian groups and harmonic analysis

Supporting characters for Episode 1:

Hilbert–Schmidt–Riesz spectral theory,

Convolution algebra of a compact group

Supporting characters for Episode 2:

Almost periodic functions,

Wiener’s theorem on Fourier series
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(fa: IR- e periodic , ff-0 euerywhere)

Fourier series for f absolut. evg
↓

Fourier series for 11g absolut. cvg



Next two lectures:

Beginnings of operator algebras
&

Representation theory of locally compact groups
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A tangled trail
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Papers by Gelfand et al. — 1939-1942 Operators algebras - Group theory



A tangled trail
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(Is this really Segal?)



Today’s subject:

Operator algebras: prehistory and Gelfand’s work
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Hermann Weyl on Hilbert’s spectral theory

The story would have been dramatic enough had it ended here.

But then a sort of miracle happened: the spectral theory in Hilbert space

was discovered to be the adequate mathematical instrument of the new quantum physics...

André Weil on his 1926 visit to Göttingen

As I found out much later, physics was thriving in Göttingen at the time:

Quantum mechanics was in the incubation stage.

It is remarkable that I had not the slightest inkling of this while I was there.
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F. Riesz reworks Hilbert’s spectral theory

1913 book:

Consider Hilbert space E “ `2pZq and algebra L pE q.

Modern definition of spectrum of an element A P L pE q

Functional calculus for symmetric operators:

If A P L pEq symmetric,
can define f pAq for any semi-continuous f : R Ñ R.

Very simple approach to Hilbert’s spectral theorem

Frygies Riesz
(1880–1956)
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F. Riesz reworks Hilbert’s spectral theory

Riesz’s proof of Hilbert’s spectral theorem:

Begin with a symmetric bounded operator A on L pE q.

Functional calculus defines f pAq for f “ 1s´8,�s

ù get operators A�, � P R

Riesz proves

xAx , yy “
ª

R
� dxA�x , yy

A “
ª

R
� dA�

Spectrum of A: points around which � fiÑ A� isn’t locally constant.

Frygies Riesz
(1880–1956)
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von Neumann’s spectral theory

1927–1928 papers:

Notion of abstract Hilbert space

Notion of unbounded self-adjoint operator,
and spectral theorem.

Resolution of the identity in H:

Family pE�q�PR of projections

Request � fiÑ E� increasing, right-continuous, goes to 0 as � Ñ ´8 and 1 as � Ñ `8.

Then 1-1 correspondence

Unbounded self-adjoint ops. on H Ø Resolutions of the identity in H.

Resolution pE�q�PR Ø unique self-adjoint A s.t. xAu, uy “ ≥
R �xdE�u, uy

5 / 15

Stone’s formulation 
(1932 book)

t
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von Neumann’s spectral theory – normal operators

1929 paper on normal operators:

Consider the ring B of bounded operators on a Hilbert space H

View this as an algebra, with adjunction operation ˚
Will study ˚-stable subalgebras of B

Must ask for subalgebras to be “closed”, but several possible topologies

Weakly closed ˚-subalgebra: commutative ñ generated by a single normal operator
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Emmy Noether
(1882-1935)
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von Neumann’s spectral theory – normal operators

1929 paper, part I

For any subset M Ä B, define

RpMq “ weak closure of the algebra generated by M

M1
= set of A P B such that A and A

˚
commute with all of M

Study relation between RpMq and M2
: they are equal when 1 P M.

Comments on relationship with group representation theory

1929 paper, part II

Spectral theorem for normal operators
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Rings of operators

Question: what are the ˚-subalgebras of LpHq that contain 1 and are weakly closed?

Name “von Neumann algebra” appears in 1954 (Dixmier and Dieudonné)

Huge series of papers: factors, type I-II-III, trace, direct integrals...

7 / 15

1) Natural sequel to 1929
2) Group representations
3) Quantum mechanics
4) Abstract algebras
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Stone and boolean algebras

Spectral theorem and projection-valued measures

Stone 1936:

Boolean algebra: algebra in which every element is idempotent

A crucial example:

X locally compact space;

A: algebra generated by 1⌦, ⌦ = open or negligible

Then ideals in A Ø closed subsets of X .
Marshall Stone
(1903–1989)
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An aside on Banach spaces and algebras

(1880–1956)

The Lwów school, 1922–1940

Banach spaces, functional analysis
(e.g. Banach’s 1932 book)

Nagumo 1936:

Notion of Banach algebra

Mazur 1938:

If A is a normed unital algebra over C and is a field,
then A “ C ¨ 1
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Spectral theory of Hilbert and Von Neumann

Riesz’s functional calculus (1913)

Algebras of operators (Von Neumann 1929–1939)

Abstract Banach algebras(Nagumo 1936)

Ideals in operator algebras (Stone 1936)

Mazur’s theorem (1938)

Duality for abelian l.c. groups (1934)

Almost periodic functions (1934-1936)

Wiener’s theorem (1932)

Peter–Weyl theorem (1926)

Convolution as abstract operation

Positive-definite functions(Riesz 1933)



Enter Gelfand

‹

‹

Israel M. Gelfand (1913–2009)
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Gelfand and commutative algebras

1939 note (details 1941)

Consider commutative Banach unital algebra R

Main object: the set M of maximal ideals of R

They’re all closed, and every nontrivial ideal is contained in a maximal ideal.

If M Ä R max. ideal, then have canonical isomorphism R{M » C.

Given x P R , can associate a number xpMq to any maximal ideal. Gives map

R Ñ tfunctions on Mu

Definition of topology on M making these functions continuous, and M compact

Condition for R Ñ C pMq to be an isomorphism.
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Gelfand and commutative algebras

1939–1941

Consider commutative Banach unital algebra R

Notion of holomorphic functional calculus on R

Application: if M disconnected, then R splits as direct product

Proof of Wiener theorem (1939 note)

If x P R , then: x invertible in R ñ there’s no maximal ideal containing x

Apply this to: R “
"

f ptq “ ∞
nPZ

ane
int :

∞
nPZ

|an| † 8
*

.

Maximal ideals of R: sets Mt0 “ tf P R : f pt0q “ 0u, t0 P p0, 2⇡q.
f invertible in A ñ f contained in none of the ideals Mt0 ñ f vanishes nowhere
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Gelfand’s school, 1939–1950

12 / 15

(With Raikov, Shilov) (With Naimark) (With Raikov, Naimark)



Gelfand’s school, 1939–1950
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Commutative C*-algebras
Locally compact abelian groups

Abstract C*-algebras
Representations of 
noncompact groups

(With Raikov, Shilov) (With Naimark) (With Raikov, Naimark)

1942 : Gelfand–Naimark thm1939–1946: 10 papers



The Gelfand–Naimark theorem

Normed ring: Banach algebra with unit
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The Gelfand–Naimark theorem

Normed ring: Banach algebra with unit
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Settled in 1952

(Fukamiya, Kaplansky)



The Gelfand–Naimark theorem

The main result

What else is in the paper?

Results about von Neumann algebras...
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Further development of C ˚
-algebras, East and West

14 / 15

Work of Gelfand et al., 1939–1950

Commutative C*-algebras
Locally compact abelian groups

Abstract C*-algebras
Representations of 
noncompact groups

(With Raikov, Shilov) (With Naimark) (With Raikov, Naimark)

1942 paper just described
+

1946 follow-up

1939–1946: 10 papers
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noncompact groups
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+

1946 follow-up

1943: Gelfand–Raikov thm

1946: Lorentz group
1946: complex semisimple gps
1947: ax+b group 
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Further development of C ˚
-algebras, East and West

Irving Segal (1918–1998)

1947 twin papers

The group algebra of a locally compact group

Irreducible representations of operator algebras

The rise of C˚-algebra theory
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1947 twin papers

The group algebra of a locally compact group
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Irving Kaplansky
(1917–2006) 

Richard Kadison
(1925–2018) Jacques Dixmier

(b. 1924)

Roger Godement
(1921–2016)
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Next lecture:

Representation theory for noncompact groups

& loose ends...
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